To make decisions based on the value of different options, we often have to combine different sources of probabilistic evidence. For example, when shopping for strawberries on a fruit stand, one uses their color and size to infer-with some uncertainty-which strawberries taste best. Despite much progress in understanding the neural underpinnings of value-based decision making in humans, it remains unclear how the brain represents different sources of probabilistic evidence and how they are used to compute value signals needed to drive the decision. Here, we use a visual probabilistic categorization task to show that regions in ventral temporal cortex encode probabilistic evidence for different decision alternatives, while ventromedial prefrontal cortex integrates information from these regions into a value signal using a difference-based comparator operation.
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decision making | probabilistic evidence | value | difference comparator | functional MRI I n our everyday lives we often have to combine different sources of probabilistic information to make decisions that are more likely to produce desirable outcomes. For instance, imagine choosing strawberries on a fruit stand on the basis of their size and color, trying to increase the likelihood your strawberry smoothie will taste delicious. Despite much progress in understanding the neural systems that mediate reward-and value-based decision making in humans (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , including recent reports of value-based modulations in sensory cortex (9) (10) (11) , it remains unclear how the brain represents different sources of probabilistic information and how they are used to compute the value signal necessary to make a decision.
Research on perceptual decision making has already established that category-selective regions in sensory cortex encode the amount of perceptual information (i.e., sensory evidence) used in the decision process (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . To date it remains unclear, however, whether sensory regions also represent the amount of probabilistic reward information (i.e., probabilistic evidence) associated with different decision alternatives during value-based decisions. The lack of empirical affirmation that such regions exist has made it difficult to provide a mechanistic account of how different sources of probabilistic evidence are combined to compute value. Despite the fact that several studies on valuebased decision making have consistently implicated the medial prefrontal cortex in encoding expected value signals (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) , it remains unknown whether it is directly involved in computing the value signal needed to make the decision (by combining different sources of probabilistic evidence) or whether it merely reflects the consequence of the decision process.
Notably, the only available empirical evidence that could provide mechanistic insights into the computation of choice values comes from work on perceptual decision making. Specifically, this line of research has shown that, for binary perceptual choices, decision variables are computed by integrating the difference of the outputs of neural populations, tuned to sensory evidence for each decision alternative (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 28) . It is currently unknown whether this mechanism also applies to the neural implementation of value-based decision making.
To investigate whether a similar mechanism might be at work during value-based decision making based on probabilistic information, we formed two hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that distinct brain regions represent probabilistic evidence for the different decision alternatives during value-based decision making. Second, we hypothesized that, similar to perceptual decision making, signals from these regions are combined, using a difference-based comparator operation, to compute decision value signals.
Results
To test the above hypotheses, we collected functional MRI (fMRI) data while subjects performed a binary probabilistic categorization task (Fig. 1A) . In each trial participants viewed four images of faces and houses, presented simultaneously on the screen, and had to decide whether a face (F) or a house (H) choice would be rewarded. Importantly, to ensure equal amounts of face and house sensory evidence on each trial, 2 faces and 2 houses, pooled randomly with replacement from a set of 10 images (5 faces and 5 houses), were presented together.
We manipulated expected value by manipulating reward probability (29) . Specifically, reward probability was based on probabilistic information associated with each image as determined by a set of preassigned image weights (Fig. 1B) . Subjects had to combine the amount of probabilistic evidence given by the presented face and house images to compute the value signal required to make the choice that was more likely to lead to a reward. Reward on a trial was delivered probabilistically according to the sum of weights assigned to the presented images (Materials and Methods).
The weights for the 10 images were balanced between faces and houses (faces: positive weights; houses: negative weights) so that face and house choices had, on average, the same reward probability. The sum of the weights of the presented images established the log of posterior odds and (by Bayes' rule) the log likelihood ratio (logLR) favoring one outcome over the other: where s i represents each of the four presented images and w i the associated image weight. The logLR is often used as an aggregate representation of all incoming evidence (12, 30) , and as such it determines reward probability. We therefore chose to evaluate behavioral performance as a function of logLR and to use logLR as an initial measure of identifying regions whose activity covaried with the likelihood of reward for each of the two alternatives. After extensive training (Materials and Methods and SI Methods), subjects learned the rules of the task, and they based their choices on logLR by integrating all of the available evidence (SI Results and Fig. S1A for comparison with alternative choice models). Specifically, they chose face when logLR was large and positive and house when logLR was large and negative. For intermediate magnitudes of logLR, subjects chose both options but favored the one that was more likely to lead to a reward ( Fig. 1C and Fig. S1B ). To further assess the extent to which they learned each of the weights, we used logistic regression to compute subjective weights (Eq. 8 in Materials and Methods). The high correlation between the average subjective and assigned weights (Spearman's rank correlation, r = 0.95, P < 10 ) reaffirmed that subjects learned the assigned weights well (Fig. 1D and Fig. S1C ).
Our first objective was to test whether regions in the human ventral temporal cortex are sensitive to probabilistic evidence conferred by the different stimuli. We hypothesized that if there exist distinct neural populations that are activated by the likelihood of reward for each of the alternatives (face or house), then there should be voxels correlating either positively or negatively with a parametric logLR regressor (because logLR > 0 supports a face choice and logLR < 0 supports a house choice).
Indeed, we found the only activity that correlated significantly with the parametric logLR regressor in regions of the posterior fusiform gyrus (PFG; positive correlation, Fig. 2A , Left) and parahippocampal gyrus (PHG; negative correlation, Fig. 2A, Right) . Both of these activations survived an additional cross-validation test (SI Results and Fig. S2 A and B) . We obtained nearly identical results when we derived logLR from subjective weights. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 2B shows event-related blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal averages from each region, after grouping trials into five different logLR bins.
Given the proximity of these activations to face and house selective cortex, we tested to what extent activity in PFG and PHG reflected the amount of probabilistic evidence conferred by the two image categories separately. Note that these regions are close to but distinct from the fusiform face area (FFA) and parahippocampal place area (PPA) (which we identified in separate localizer scans; SI Results and Fig. S2 C and D) that have been shown to encode the sensory evidence associated with faces and houses (31, 32) , respectively. We estimated the probabilistic weight of evidence for faces and houses (WOE F and WOE H , respectively) by taking the unsigned sum of weights for each presented pair of face and house images, respectively (SI Methods for additional discussion):
[2] . Activity in corresponding voxels in the right hemisphere showed a similar pattern but ultimately failed to survive our stringent significance tests. For visualization purposes images are thresholded at Z > 2.6 and Z < −2.6, respectively (uncorrected). Images are radiological convention. (B) Event-related BOLD signal averages (Eq. 10) for five different logLR levels, from each of the two regions shown in A. Traces are aligned to the onset of visual stimulation at 0 s. The statistical contrast used to identify the regions (logLR) predetermined the shape of these plots, which are shown for illustrative purposes. Error bars represent SE across subjects.
Note that the contrast WOE F -WOE H is perfectly correlated with logLR. Crucially, this means that even if each region coded exclusively for either the face or house weight of evidence, the correlations with the logLR regressor would have been sufficient to identify these regions. The advantage of using separate representations for the probabilistic evidence provided by faces and houses was that it allowed us to investigate the influence of one representation on the activity identified by positive correlation with the other (i.e., to look at the signal change in response to WOE H in voxels identified by WOE F , and vice versa). We reanalyzed our fMRI data by replacing the original logLR regressor with two new parametric regressors for WOE F and WOE H (note these regressors are orthogonal; Fig. S3A ). In each of the PFG and PHG regions we identified clusters of voxels correlating positively with WOE F and WOE H , respectively. If each of these regions coded exclusively for the probabilistic evidence provided by each of the two categories, then the signal change in response to the opposing regressor should have been insignificant. Even though PFG and PHG encoded primarily the face and house weight of evidence, respectively (SI Results and Fig. S3B ), they did not do so exclusively. Specifically, each of these regions also reduced its activity (relative to baseline) by a small but significant amount (one-tailed, t test, P < 0.01) in response to evidence supporting the alternative option (Fig. 3) , suggestive of competitive interactions between the two regions (33) .
Having established that regions in sensory cortex have the capacity to encode the probabilistic evidence conferred by the different decision alternatives, we turned to the question of how the brain uses this information to compute the value signal necessary to make the decision. Previous studies reported that value signals are represented in higher-level cortical regions, such as the medial prefrontal cortex (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . Crucially, however, those studies did not answer the question of whether these regions play an active role in computing these signals or whether they merely represent the consequence of the decision.
One hypothesis of how the brain might perform such computation entails that a higher-level region compares the output of sensory regions providing probabilistic evidence for each of the alternatives (here, PFG and PHG). This hypothesis stems from research on perceptual decision making in which single-unit recordings in primates and neuroimaging experiments in humans have shown that neural activity gradually increases in regions carrying out the comparison of sensory evidence, with a higher rate of increase for high than low sensory evidence, and then remains elevated until a response is made (16, 17) .
If a similar mechanism is at work for computing decision value signals, then activity in candidate regions for carrying out this computation should correlate positively with a parametric regressor for the modulus of logLR (i.e., |logLR|)-that is, they should show a greater response for high logLR magnitude than for low logLR magnitude trials. In line with previous reports on perceptual decision making, we additionally required that a valuecomputing region should correlate with the trial-to-trial fluctuations in the absolute difference between the output signals of PFG and PHG. In contrast to the |logLR|, the absolute difference signal is expected to be a better predictor of the moment-to-moment changes in activity in value-computing regions because it reflects the neuronal response variability in regions encoding the probabilistic evidence for each of the decision alternatives (SI Methods for additional discussion).
Furthermore, using the absolute difference signal as a covariate addressed the confounding effects of task difficulty inherent in the |logLR| regressor (e.g., trials with higher logLR magnitude were generally less difficult). This is because the absolute difference signal also reflects the within-subject neuronal variability for repetitions of trials with the same logLR magnitude-that is, for trials that were equally difficult. Therefore, unlike the |logLR|, the trial-to-trial fluctuations in the absolute difference signal between PFG and PHG would not accurately predict activity covarying only with the overall difficulty of the task.
Activity in a number of regions correlated both positively and negatively with the |logLR| regressor. Activity in regions in the medial and ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the posterior cingulate cortex, and the amygdala/hippocampus was correlated positively with |logLR|. Activity in several brain regions typically associated with the human attentional network was negatively correlated with |logLR|. These regions, which included the frontal and supplementary eye fields, regions in the intraparietal sulcus, and the anterior insula, responded more strongly during more demanding low-magnitude logLR trials, which required more attentional resources for optimal performance (Table S1 shows a complete list of |logLR|-related activations).
To compute the difference between the activity of regions coding for face and house weight of evidence (i.e., PFG and PHG) we extracted, for each subject, time series data from WOE F and WOE H selective voxels. We then computed the absolute difference between the two time series (i.e., |PFG(t) − PHG(t)|) and identified voxels in which the BOLD signal covaried with the resulting difference time course (see Materials and Methods for more details).
The only region in which changes in BOLD signal correlated positively with both the magnitude of logLR (i.e., |logLR|) and the absolute difference between the output of the regions representing face and house weight of evidence (i.e., |PFG(t) − PHG(t)|) was a region in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (Fig. 4) . Additional control analyses (SI Results) confirmed that the BOLD activity in the vmPFC could not be explained either by changes in PFG and PHG alone (Fig. S4A) or by the absolute difference signal from regions encoding face and house sensory evidence (i.e., |FFA(t) − PPA(t)|; Fig. S4B ). These findings strongly support the hypothesis that vmPFC is directly involved in computing the value signal by combining the different sources of probabilistic evidence using a simple subtraction operation.
Discussion
In recent years the study of the neurobiological and computational basis of value-based decision making has received considerable attention, and it has provided the foundation upon which the field of neuroeconomics was built. Despite recent progress in understanding the neural correlates of value-based decision making, two key questions, pertaining to how the brain represents different sources of probabilistic evidence and how it uses this information to compute value, still remain.
Nonsensory factors such as prior probability (34) and the presence of reward (9, 10) can influence early sensory representations. Recently, Serences (11) showed in a learning task that activity in the visual cortex is modulated by reward history (but not by reported subjective reward probabilities) and hypothesized that this signal could be used to bias choices. To date, it remains unclear, however, whether neural activity in distinct sensory regions is also modulated by the probabilistic evidence associated with different decision alternatives. Here, we show that during binary value-based decision making, distinct regions in human ventral temporal cortex (i.e., PFG and PHG) encode abstract probabilistic evidence conferred by each of the stimulus categories. Crucially, this is so even when the absolute amount of sensory evidence, per se, is equalized between the two categories.
An important question is how the modulation of the BOLD signal by the amount of probabilistic evidence in ventral temporal cortex is mediated. Reward and attention are intrinsically linked (35) , and therefore one potential interpretation is that orienting attention to the more rewarding stimuli is the mechanism by which reward modulates sensory representations. Indeed, these top-down attention-orienting effects in relation to face and house stimuli have been reported previously for FFA and PPA but not for PFG and PHG (36) . In the present study, however, the probabilistic evidence conferred by our stimuli did not modulate FFA and PPA, and the absolute difference in changes in BOLD signal between FFA and PPA did not covary with changes in BOLD signal in vmPFC (Fig. S4B) . These findings thus render a purely attentional account of our results unlikely.
An alternative interpretation is that the effects observed in PFG and PHG are mediated through other brain regions. For instance, it has been suggested that individual neurons within reward-related structures that are heavily interconnected with both sensory and orbitofrontal cortex (e.g., amygdala) can form a plastic representation of the value of different visual stimuli (37, 38) . This raises the possibility that our effects are mediated through neuronal subpopulations within these candidate regions. Future research based on single or multiunit recordings and/or high-resolution fMRI will be required to clarify this issue.
Despite previous reports implicating the medial prefrontal cortex in encoding expected value signals (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) , it remained unclear whether this region is directly involved in computing value, because these signals are often thought to reflect the consequence of the decision process instead (in the sense that value can only be encoded once a decision has been made). In this work, we provide a mechanistic account that directly implicates the medial prefrontal cortex in value computation. Specifically, we show that a region in vmPFC is involved in computing decision value signals by integrating the different sources of probabilistic evidence encoded in ventral temporal cortex (i.e., PFG and PHG), using a difference-based comparator operation.
Importantly, this mechanism seems to be consistent with neurobiological and computational accounts already proposed for perceptual decision making (12, 15, 39, 40) . Single-unit recordings in primates (16) and neuroimaging experiments in humans (13, 14) have shown that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) might be involved in forming a decision by comparing the output of lower-level regions that encode the sensory evidence for each of the perceptual choices, using a similar difference-based operation (41, 42) . Even though the brain regions seem to be distinct (e.g., dlPFC and vmPFC), these results suggest that perceptual and value-based decision making might share a common neural mechanism.
Notably, our experimental design parallels that of Yang and Shadlen (30) , who have trained animals to base their choices on the logLR favoring one outcome over another using a similar probabilistic categorization task. Confirming previous theoretical insights (12, 28, 43) , they found that the build-up of activity in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP), leading to commitment to a behavioral choice, was proportional to logLR. Unlike Yang and Shadlen, however, we did not find any parietal activity (e.g., LIP) correlating with the absolute difference signal between PFG and PHG. This is most likely due to differences in the experimental design between the two studies. Specifically, we did not associate choices to eye movements, and we made sure that the decision was dissociated from the response by counterbalancing the mapping between choice and motor effectors (i.e., left/right index fingers) across trials. Instead, on the basis of whole-brain fMRI data, we offer a comprehensive account of the decision-making process including early representations of probabilistic evidence and calculation of decision value from these representations.
Although it remains to be seen how well this mechanism generalizes to other tasks using different stimulus material, our findings help advance the understanding of the neurobiological and computational basis of value-based decision making in humans and suggest a critical role of the vmPFC in integrating multiple sources of probabilistic information to guide behavior.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty-two right-handed volunteers participated in the study (12 female; mean age, 25.3 years; range, 21-30 years). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of neurological problems. Informed consent was obtained according to procedures approved by the local ethics committee of the Charité, University Medicine Berlin.
Visual Stimuli. Ten equiluminant grayscale images of faces (face database, Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, http://faces.kyb.tuebingen. mpg.de/) and houses (five per category) were used (image size: 128 × 150 pixels, 8 bits per pixel; mean luminance: 100). A Fujitsu Celsius H250 laptop computer with NVIDIA Quadro 570M graphics card and presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems) controlled the stimulus display. Stimuli were presented by two small thin-film transistor monitors (resolution: 800 × 600 pixels; refresh rate: 60 Hz) mounted within the VisuaStim Digital goggle system (Resonance Technology). Each image was subtended 4.8°× 5.6°. The presentation software was interfaced with an MR compatible fiber optic response device (Cambridge Research Systems) to collect subject responses.
Probabilistic Categorization Task. A trial started with the presentation of four images (two faces and two houses pooled randomly, with replacement, from the set of 10 images) along with a central fixation cross. The position of the four images on the screen was assigned randomly on each trial. Images remained on the screen for 1,250 ms. Subjects decided whether a face or a house choice was more likely to lead to a reward and responded with a button press after a forced delay (randomized in the range 2-4 s). A response cue, which followed the forced delay and lasted for 750 ms, indicated the mapping between the choice and the relevant motor effectors (i.e., left and right index fingers). The letters F (for face) and H (for house) placed randomly either to the left or to the right of the central fixation cross, established the mapping (e.g., if the letter F appeared to the left of the fixation cross and the participant decided that a face choice could lead to a reward then he/she should have pressed the left button). The position of the two letters was counterbalanced across trials. Subjects were instructed to respond after the response cue disappeared and during the next delay period, which lasted between 1.5 and 3.5 s. A feedback screen, which lasted for 750 ms, followed the delay and informed the subjects whether the trial was rewarded or not (with a check mark and a cross respectively). The trial ended with a variable intertrial interval, in the range 1.5-3.5 s. Fig. 1A outlines the order of these events. The experiment comprised 225 trials (three runs of 75 trials), which is the total number of possible combinations of the 10 images given the constraint that each trial always contained two faces and two houses. The sequence of events was optimized using a genetic algorithm as in ref. 44 .
Reward on any given trial was not guaranteed, but it was instead determined probabilistically on the basis of the combination of weights assigned to the 10 images. Specifically, the sum of the weights associated with the four images presented on a given trial governed the probability that a face (F) or a house (H) choice would be rewarded:
where s i represents each of the four presented images and w i the associated image weight. Reward was delivered using Eq. 4. Subjects were told that they could earn anywhere between 25 and 50 Euros, depending on their performance. No further details regarding the mapping between rewarded trials and the final payout were given to the subjects (SI Methods for details on subject training). The weights were selected to support a reward rate for an ideal observer around 80% of trials, and they were as follows: Importantly, from Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 it follows that on any one trial the log of the posterior odds in favor of a face or a house choice equals the sum of the four weights. In addition, given equal prior face and house reward probabilities, Bayes' rule ensures that the sum of the four weights is also equal to the logLR favoring one outcome over the other: [6] As such, the logLR is often thought of as an aggregate representation of all incoming information. In other words, logLR represents the impact that the stimuli have on the belief that a face or a house choice is correct. Accordingly, values near zero suggest that each choice has an approximately 50% chance of being rewarded, whereas deviations from zero indicate that either a face choice (if logLR > 0) or a house choice (if logLR < 0) has a higher chance (>50%) to lead to a reward. To investigate the individual influence of the two stimulus categories we also estimated the WOE conferred by faces and houses separately by taking the unsigned sum of weights for each presented pair of faces and houses (as in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3; SI Methods for additional discussion). logLR, WOE F , and WOE H are therefore the main experimentally controlled independent variables in this study, and they are used as covariates in the various fMRI analysis schemes (see below).
Analysis of Behavioral Data. To describe behavioral performance the proportion of face choices was plotted against the logLR. Trials were grouped into seven logLR bins. Logistic regression was used to fit the seven data points with a sigmoid:
P face denotes the proportion of face choices within a bin of trials, and logLR bin the mean logLR within a bin of trials. This exercise was performed for the group average (Fig. 1C) and for the individual subjects (Fig. S1B) .
To estimate the effect that each of the individual images had on the subjects' choices, a second logistic model was used to compute subjective weights as in ref. 30 :
P face is a vector of 1s and 0s indicating whether the subject chose face or not on each trial. N are the image counts shown in a trial. The 10 fitted coefficients, w Ã j , are the subjective weights and are used as a measure of how well subjects learned the task. This exercise was performed for the group average (Fig. 1D ) and for the individual subjects (Fig. S1C) .
fMRI Data Acquisition and Analysis. fMRI data acquisition, preprocessing, and registration were carried out using standard procedures described in SI Methods. Whole-brain statistical analyses of functional data were performed using a multilevel approach within the framework of a general linear model (GLM), as implemented in the FMRIB Software Library (45):
where Y is a T×1 (T time samples) column vector containing the times series data for a given voxel, and X is a T × N (N regressors) design matrix with columns representing each of the psychological regressors convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (double-γ function). β is a N × 1 column vector of regression coefficients (commonly referred to as parameter estimates) and ε a T × 1 column vector of residual error terms. A first-level analysis was performed to analyze each subject's individual runs, which were then combined using a second-level analysis (fixed effects). Finally, to combine data across subjects a third-level, mixed-effects model was used (FLAME 1), treating participants as a random effect. Time series statistical analysis was carried out using FMRIB's improved linear model with local autocorrelation correction (46) . In total, we performed three different GLM analyses. Identification of logLR sensitive regions. For this analysis we used seven main regressors to model the data during the stimulus presentation and decision phases of the experiment, as well as the response and feedback periods. Specifically, we used an unmodulated regressor (i.e., boxcar regressor with all event amplitudes set to 1) and two parametric regressors modulated by logLR and |logLR|, respectively, all with event onset times and duration matching that of the stimulus presentation. The amplitudes of these regressors ensured that they were uncorrelated. In addition, we used two unmodulated regressors for face and house choices, respectively, with event onset times and duration matching that of the response cue presentation, and two unmodulated regressors for rewarded and unrewarded trials, with event onset times and duration matching that of the feedback presentation. The contrasts [face − house] choices and [rewarded − unrewarded] trials were also computed. Identification of WOE F and WOE H sensitive regions. In this analysis, two new parametric regressors, one for WOE F and one for WOE H , were used in place of the logLR regressor (same onset time and duration as the logLR regressor). By design, WOE F and WOE H were uncorrelated (Fig. S3A ) and could therefore simultaneously appear in the same GLM design matrix. The remaining regressors were the same as in the first analysis. The contrast [WOE F − WOE H ] was also added. Identification of a comparator region. This analysis was used to identify voxels that correlated with the absolute difference between WOE F and WOE H selective voxels. The model also consisted of seven main regressors: an unmodulated regressor (as in the first analysis); a physiological regressor constructed by computing the absolute difference between the average time series (normalized data) of the voxels correlating with WOE F and WOE H in the second analysis, respectively; an interaction regressor between the unmodulated and physiological regressors; and two response and two feedback regressors as in the other two analyses. The interaction regressor was designed to reveal voxels that correlated with the absolute difference between WOE F and WOE H selective voxels, but only during the decision phase of the experiment.
In all three analyses, an additional, six nuisance regressors, one for each of the motion parameters (three rotations and three translations), were included in the design. We report clusters of maximally activated voxels that survived statistical thresholding at Z > 3.1 and had a minimum cluster size of 38 voxels estimated a priori with the afni AlphaSim tool (47) .
